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Creative Creation of  
Poetic Rainbow Fun

The sprite waterfall is chocolate 
and we can taste hazelnuts

Beyond the crash of the 
water falling, every bird sings 
songs of our mother’s lullabies 

We smell crispy chicken,

We smell coffee 
We smell dried lavender, sweet. 

The magical rivers are pink 
because of all the cotton candy 

rains
and because we add food coloring 

We jump in the pink river 
and splash hearts that soak 

into the grass
The grass becomes a kind color, red
and we are cleaned by the bubbles 

the river produces
If you’re lucky, you’ll find 

the invisible water
making you forever young 

you forget the worries of adult life 
And are happy again.

•••

Jordans are red 
Jordans are blue 

I see a mountain made out of shoes 
Worldwide nation 
Amazing creation 

In the sky raining phones 
They be flying like drones 

We got limited gravity 
Floating through reality 

Snowin’ on the mountains 
and gasoline fountains.  



•••

Bright singing loving plants
All look alive 

100 feet tall or 6 inches small
love is aware

singing is a flair  
flora is near

The fish with four legs runs around 
ponds

Sleeps all night 
And runs all day long 

Likes to eat from the pink magical 
rivers 

Eating the nice, pink candy 
Hearts

 That taste amazing and shine like 
glitter

••• 

I Kendara
I never say sorry 

I like to party 

I spit straight fire 
It’s time you retire 

I bring clean water so you can take a 
shower

•••

Remember when the waterslides 
took 

us everywhere 
the candy forest

we got off and got on 
rollercoasters and waterslides the 

same 
washed away our worries and 

throw-up 
we want the cure to sadness

we want youth 
there were twist we didn’t expect 

rocking us side to side but, 
keeping us safe and cradled
we saw darkness in the tube
but always found the light

•••



I Ace
Get straight A’s 

I’m all over the place 
I’m at the top of my game 

Reppin’ the trees
Rappin’ to trees

Helping others catch some sleep 

•••

If I knew what I know now
standing on the yellow sun 

long ago I wouldn’t understand.

I’m losing my powers 
I need help 

“Quick, quick, quick” she demanded 

What do I do?
She’s panicking 

she’s losing her powers 
there’s not much magic 

left

•••

Unicorn Sally is a very kind 

creature
with a winning smile and other nice 

features
she has a pet watermelon that has 

an amazing 
goatee, 

always by her side. 

Unicorn Sally eats all the mean 
plants and 

the pineapples that grow from 
pineapple trees. 

Sharing with the watermelon only 
sometimes 

Her neon orange skin glows as 
she bats her blue eyelashes 

and flashes her smile,
 pineapple 

still in her teeth.

•••

One-day uncle Rainbow Bob took a 
trip 

He walked so far



and found a rainbow land. 
as he stepped through the gates he

stopped and looked 
with a big smile on his face he saw 

the ocean full of ink.
Big red mountains from far away 

dotted the skyline
Purple trees and so much more 

surround him 

He walked up to the strawberry 
forest and bit down 

On the juicy fruit
His hair became a rainbow, as did 

his skin and eyeballs
Teeth turned to diamonds

His afro stayed the same and he was 
still very tall

He transformed and moved 
underground 

built a mansion under the 
mountains 

That dotted the skyline

rocking rainbow Jordan’s he had one 
goal 

To make the world colorful. 

•••
In this world 

With hot pink stars 
And mountains of Jordan’s 

there was a 100-meter train
that ran on black hair

and curved 
and swerved 

all 
through 

the 
mountains

It went so fast all the time 
Trying to dodge the water blowing 

dragons 
Despite the protective glass shield 

The train circles endlessly 
Carrying people around and through 

Jordan mountain. 






